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Basics

Glossary Model
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What is a glossary?

Interactive

What is a model?

Why do we need a model?How can glossary be helpful 
in software engineering?



“the systematic application of scientific and technological 
knowledge, methods, and experience to the design, 
implementation, testing, and documentation of software”
IEEE Systems and software engineering - Vocabulary

⇒  Interdisciplinary

Multiple Stakeholders from different domains
introduce domain specific terms.

Different perspectives
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Software Engineering



Example: “There should be a table for each person.”

- If you are planning a conference you know what to do.

- If you are designing a database model you know what to do.

=> We cannot rely on the reader to make the right interpretation

“A Glossary helps to make implicit knowledge explicit.” 
Pankaj Kamthan. Developing a glossary for software projects.
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Requirements Engineering
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How can a glossary help?

Image taken from: Pankaj Kamthan. Developing a glossary for software projects.
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Degree of formalization

Image taken from: Roberto Navigli and Paola Velardi. From glossaries to ontologies:
Extracting semantic structure from textual definitions.



Synonym

Homograph

Homonym

Acronym

Hypernym

Hyponym

Meronym
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Linguistic basics

Interactive



Hierarchical Relationships

- hyponymy

- hyponymy

Associative Relationships

- meronymy
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Relationships
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WordNet Example
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WordNet Example
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WordNet Example



What properties (features) do we want from a glossary?

- ambiguity control

- synonym control

- relationships between words
- hyponymy
- hypernymy
- meronymy

What do we want from the Model?
- extendable

- versioned

- acceptable tradeoff between use and cost
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Requirements engineering



Introduce Qualifiers
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Ambiguity Control



⇒ Selecting a preferred term

If multiple terms refer to the same concept, one term must be 
selected and identified to be the preferred term.
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Synonymy Control



A model allows us to:
- analyze it

- evaluate if it fits our needs

- improve it

- translate between models

- easily merge glossries based on the same model
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What is the advantage of having 
a model?
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The Metamodel



- Assisting at document creation time ⇒ Tool support

- Facilitating information retrieval ⇒ Tool support

- Prevent misunderstandings

- Reduce communication overhead

- Hierarchical relationships lets you zoom in/out into 
complex composed systems

- Allows adding custom relationships

- Make implicit knowledge explicit
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Reflection on 
requirements engineering



- Tool support for
- creating
- maintaining
- sharing
- querying
- merging

Examples:
- At the document creation time

- suggest preferred terms when a non-preferred term is used

- At information retrieval time
- hyperlinks can speed up information retrieval

Evaluate types of Relationships: 
- cause/effect, process/product
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Future Work



Achieved Goals:

- showed the benefits of having a glossary in software 
engineering

- explained the linguistic basics

- answered the question what properties are desired for a 
glossary

- proposed a usable model with
- ambiguity control (qualifiers)
- synonymy control (preferred terms)
- hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships
- custom attributes
- custom relations
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Summary


